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Simplified payments flow
Collecting tips

Fees
Raw amount RAW_AMOUNT
Stripe charge fee STRIPE_FEE
Tipking fee TIPKING_FEE
Transfer fee TRANSFER_FEE
Earned amount EARNED_AMOUNT

Payouts

Personas

Persona Description

Client Person receiving the tip

Patron Person

Workspace Admin Administrator of the workspace where Tipking is used and where 
Clients work

Global Admin Tipking staff

Simplified payments flow

The following diagram tries to simplify the flow of funds and functionality with Tipking Apps, Stripe and Transferwise.



Collecting tips
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For the tip collection flows, we utilize Stripe with Stripe elements. The benefits here are that Stripe handles most EU laws and obligations for us, 
so we just need to display their own card input components to collect the tips.

Tips are collected on the Webapp with the following flow:

Patron scans the QR code from the Client’s mobile phone (or from a printed QR code)
Patron sees the name and workplace of the Client that’s about to be tipped
Patron selects the amount of money he wants to tip
Patron is redirected to the Stripe Card collection page
Patron enters his credit card details

Patron is offered to register to save his credit card details for future tips
Tipking API is notified that there’s a pending tip, and it’s sets the tip status to  which means that there’s a tip created but Stripe PENDING
didn’t yet receive the money.
Stripe starts processing the payment, and in that situation, the tip on the API changes state to  which means that we’re PROCESSING
waiting for Stripe to confirm the payment
Once Stripe charges the card and receives the money, the Tip details on our API changes status to CONFIRMED

At this point, the Tip shows up at the Clients' mobile app and will be selected for payouts at the end of the month
Once the tip has been paid out, it changes the status on Tipking API to  at which point it shows up in tip historyPAID_OUT

Fees

When collecting Tips with Stripe, we need to consider a set of fees that need to be paid:

For the calculations, we will assume that the Patron is tipping a Client with 100 €

Raw amount RAW_AMOUNT

We consider the raw amount as the exact amount of money that was tipped. In this case, it’s 100 €.

Stripe charge fee STRIPE_FEE

1.4% + 0.25 € (EU Cards)

2.9% + 0.25 € (non-EU Cards)

This fee is automatically deducted from the tip amount every time the Patron tips a Client. After Stripe processes the payment, we get to the 
amount of .98.35 €

Tipking fee TIPKING_FEE

4% of the amount

This is the fee that Tipking is charging for it’s services. It’s calculated as  and in this case ends up at . Any leftover from RAW_AMOUNT * 0.04 4€
the calculation is added to the Tipking fee, eg.  equals to  but since the  can’t be paid out, we round it up at .98.35 * 0.04 3.934 0.004 3.94

Transfer fee TRANSFER_FEE

This is charged only once per month, on the first tip of the month. This covers the fees of transfering funds from Transferwise to Clients accounts. 
This is a flat amount of .0.50€

Earned amount EARNED_AMOUNT

This is the final amount that the Client will receive from the tip. It’s calculated with the following formula:

RAW_AMOUNT - STRIPE_FEE - TIPKING_FEE - TRANSFER_FEE and in this case it ends up on the following numbers:

100€ - 1.65€ - 4€ - 0.5€ = 93.85€

Payouts

Payouts are triggered once per month. They consist of the following steps:

Tipking API calls Stripe and requests a payout to Tipking Transferwise account
Once Stripe confirms that all payouts are complete, the Tipking API calculates  tips for each client, and figures out the CONFIRMED
amount of funds each client should receive.



3.  Tipking API creates a bulk payment (mass payout) in Transferwise which triggers a payout for the sum of  values from EARNED_AMOUNT
the past month for that client. The rest of the funds (the Tipking fees stay on the Transferwise account).
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